Q: How many devices can the Nokia Pro Car Charger P6106 charge simultaneously, safely?
A: The USB-A port, the USB-C port and the two cigarette lighter sockets can be used simultaneously. The supported total maximum wattage load of the devices connected to the Nokia Pro Car Charger P6106 is 120W (for cars) or 240W (for vans, trucks).

Q: Can fast-charging damage a smartphone’s battery or shorten its lifespan?
A: No. Smartphones have a complete set of power management protocols. In fast-charging mode, high-power charging is not maintained throughout. Instead, the power fluctuates to minimize potential damage to the battery.

Q: Which types of car, truck or van is the Nokia Pro Car Charger P6106 compatible with?
A: The Nokia Pro Car Charger P6106 is compatible with all kinds of cars, trucks or vans with a 12V or 24V auxiliary power outlet.